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stupidity of the Right. Unless they were prepared for further
occupation of German territory they should have controlled their
hotheads and in their own interests asserted the authority of the
central government. They did the very reverse. Secure in their
irresponsibility, they devoted their whole energy to ruining every
conceivable chance of gaining anything for their country. In
Prussia, where there was still a strong Left government, they
were reasonably harmless. They concentrated all their strength in
Bavaria, where a reactionary government was in power devoted
to the old Bavarian reigning house and bitterly anti-Prussian.
Here under official patronage the Freikorps concentrated. At one
time it was estimated that in Bavaria alone there were over three
hundred thousand men under arms. It was impossible for a weak
central government to coerce these. Not merely would it have been
defeated at once in parliament, but there were no forces on which
it could depend. The Prussian police were needed in Prussia
and the Reichswehr was, according to its leaders, for use against
the foreign foe only. There was much to be said for Seeckt's
policy of refusing to intervene in internal affairs or in the coercion
of a federal state; it might have meant civil war, though one does
not, after close study, believe that it would. The unemotional
soldier who led the Reichswehr had laid it down at the time of
the Kapp "putsch" that it was impossible for the Reichswehr to fire
on its wartime comrades, that is to say the Reichswehr felt that
it could not shoot on the Freikorps; it is curious to note that it
never failed to shoot on the Red Guards among whom there were
more ex-soldiers than in any Freikorps after 1921 and among
whom were numbers of the best of the first Freikorps members
who had fought in Poland and the Baltic States. What Seeckt
meant was that he could not issue orders which might involve
action against any "national" movement; as between the cabinets
and the insurgents the forces of the government would maintain
strict neutrality. The position was quite impossible; the surprising
thing is that Germany found so many men of goodwill to try and
do the impossible.
As the position developed, the situation became intolerable
even for men of goodwill. On the one hand the Allies, entirely

